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Events for your Diary 2009
London Meetings commence at 1.30 pm
Carlisle Meetings commence at 10.00 am
7th Mar.
28th Mar
2nd May
23rd May.
9th Aug.
26th Sep.
3rd Oct.
28th Nov.
13-15th Nov.

SACS London meeting
SACS Carlisle meeting
SACS London meeting
SACS Leicester meeting
SACS Portishead meeting
SACS Carlisle meeting
SACS London meeting
SACS London meeting

Subject: Silver Jubilee & other Union Commemoratives.
Subject: Open meeting
Subject: Joint meeting with Cinderella P.S.
Subject: Open meeting
Subject: Open meeting
Subject: Sport, games and past-times in South Africa
Subject: Abell Trophy & The Homelands
Subject: Republican Postcards

Southern African Societies Convention Falstaff Hotel Leamington Spa

Other Events for 2009
25-28th Feb.
26-28th Feb.
13th June
11th July
16-19th July
16-19th Sep.
5-7th Nov

Spring Stampex, Business Design Centre, Islington, London.
Spring Philatex, Royal Horticultural Halls, Vincent Sq. London
Swinpex in Swindon
Midpex in Coventry
Philatelic Congress at Salford, Manchester
Autumn Stampex, Business Design Centre, Islington, London
Autumn Philatex, Royal Horticultural Halls, Vincent Sq. London.

For further details, please contact the secretary. We have several joint meetings in the year.
Please support these events.

From the Editors Desk
Time marches on and we are fast approaching the end of the year once again. Our joint conference is almost
with us in Leamington where we once more look forward to as many SACS members attending. The Auction list
is also distributed herewith. We are also pleased to publish an interesting article on South West Africa, reprinted
with kind permission from the editors of “Germania” which is the Germany and Colonies Specialist Society journal.
Our exhibition at Spring STAMPEX is also fast approaching and arrangements are progressing. With this Springbok you will also receive a list of displays and subjects we are still hoping to cover. If you can provide a display
on any of the mentioned subjects, please contact me.
We also need to use this opportunity to try and recruit a few new members. Our membership has now been in
decline and we need to try and reverse this trend. This does not mean that you must wait till February 2010 to
start recruiting! If you can get new members interested in the mean time, please advise Chris Oliver.
I need the membership to also put pen to paper as the basket of articles is empty. Apart from doing the
Springbok, I am also putting a booklet together for the SACS exhibition in February next year. This will also contain articles on Union philately. I therefore cannot spend much time doing research for articles for the Springbok
in the next few months.
We have also some reports that Bill Branney is not well and we wish him all the best and a speedy recovery.
I look forward to seeing as many of our members at Leamington early in November.
Eddie Bridges
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BRITISH EMPIRE SPECIALISTS
QV-KGVI INCLUDING SOUTH AFRICA
Sets, Single items, Postmarks, Varieties, Revenues,
Postal History, Postal Stationery.
If you have a wants list please contact us
We publish a buy/bid catalogue of British Colonial
issues and a Postal Auction Catalogue which covers
the whole world, these catalogues are produced three times a year,
if you would like copies please contact:

DAVID LOFFSTADT
P O Box 107 Bromley, Kent BR2 8ZA
Tel: 020 8462 7185 Fax: 020 8462 7387
E:mail davidloffstadt@yahoo.co.uk
Member of PTS for over 30 years.
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SACS Exhibition at Stampex 2010
Arrangements are now well advanced and looks like this will be an event not to be missed. The aim is to display
as much as possible of the stamps and postal history of the Union of South Africa from 1910 to 1961.
We have approximately 160 frames each capable of holding 16 album pages.
I still need some volunteers for subjects as listed in the list that will accompany this issue of The Springbok.
The areas we need to cover are the Commemorative issues. If you can do anything from 8 pages (half a frame)
to a full frame or more, please let me know soonest. I need to finalise these frame allocations by end of November latest. WE have also had offers from overseas members, but unfortunately this is complicated, as we have
not applied to customs and excise for permission to import collections and allow them back out the country again.
However, if you want to visit us in February, you will be welcome to hand carry your collections yourself and declare them when you enter with the necessary paperwork. Let me know if you would like to follow this route.
Thanks to the members who have already volunteered some help, and offer to display something.
Closer to the time I will be looking for some volunteers to man the information table at the show as well as help in
mounting and dismounting the displays. The logistics of this will be communicated shortly.
We have also been offered some publicity in the national philatelic press and if anyone is willing to put an article
or two together with some pictures/illustrations, please let myself or Chris Oliver know. We need to maximise this
opportunity. This needs to be decided soon as it needs to be in the February issues which appear early January.
These all have copy deadlines towards the end of November.
Eddie Bridges

Membership Matters
by Chris Oliver
I am sorry to have to advise members that Bill Branney’s health has taken a turn for the worse and he wishes,
therefore, to relinquish the offices of Hon. Auctioneer and Hon. Packet Superintendent at the next A.G.M.
Please do not send further material to him.
He has enough items at present and wishes to ensure that these can be circulated before November 2009.
We, luckily, have a volunteer to take over as Hon. Auctioneer but will be seeking for a volunteer, in the U.K., to
organise the Exchange Packet ( Stamps). If you would wish to be considered or have any suggestions of a suitable candidate, please let me know. We would not wish the Exchange Packet to lapse.
New Members:
We welcome the following new members.
Mike Mercer of Redcar
A. (Tony) Pearce of Caldicot nr. Newport

No. 1135
No. 1136

Subscriptions for 2009:
We still have a few members who have not paid their subscriptions for 2009. Please pay Chris Oliver so that the
books for 2009 can be closed off. This will be your last Springbok if your subscription is not paid soon!
Annual Subscriptions to S.A.C.S.
I would like to ease the burden of remembering to pay subscriptions for some of our members by introducing payment by Standing Order. It would also reduce the need to send out reminders.
The Standing Order would be operational for three years from 2nd January in any year. As a small incentive, the
Order would be based on the subscription rate current at the time that the Order is implemented. If the subscription rate is changed during the next two years, there would be a small pecuniary advantage to the member using
this method of payment.
Please let me know if you would consider adopting this method of payment from 2010 onward.

Southern African Societies Annual conference
Falstaff Hotel Leamington Spa
13-15 November 2009
A weekend of philately and fun. Meet fellow philatelists and enjoy a varied programme of invited displays
on the Saturday and bring along 12 pages of your favourite subject on the Sunday.
An auction will follow after lunch on the Sunday. All this for approx £58 a night with dinner and breakfast
included.
There is still time to book for this weekend. Contact Eddie Bridges if you would like to attend.
Jul/Sep 2009
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SACS AGM 2009
Notice is given that an AGM will be held on Saturday evening 14 November 2009 at the annual conference
at Leamington Spa. If you have any items for the agenda, please contact the Hon. Secretary, Chris Oliver.

Interesting cover from Max Whitlock
Max has sent in this interesting cover which is signed by Bertie Reed the well known South African Yachtsman.
He competed in several Cape to Rio races as well as sailing around the world single handed.
Max would be glad to hear from anyone who has a bit more background information.

Front of the cover signed by
Bertie Reed

Cachet on the reverse

LOOKING FOR THE UNUSUAL (OR THE USUAL)

1892-4 Cape of Good Hope ½d slate/white Postal Stationery Envelope with addit. 1d KEVII red tied by manuscript WALVIS BAY 5/7/09 in black pen, to Swakopmund, with very neat arrival postmark 12.7.09.

Similar material on our regular postal auctions. Auction Catalogues viewable on the internet at: www.
philatelicfriends.com or printed catalogues available on request.
Email us at: info@philatelicfriends.com
P.O. Box 26456 Hout Bay 7872 South Africa
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“Make Your Sixpence Fly”
The Red Cross “Our Day” Aerial Post, October to December 1918.
by Nick Arrow
The terrible human waste caused by the First World War does not need any amplification here. The effects were
felt in South Africa as well as near to the heart of the War Zone. Of the estimated 55,000 personnel mobilised
from South Africa in support of the Allied War Effort in Europe, an estimated 10,000 were killed. No numbers are
available in respect of the wounded.
In August 1918, Allied military successes had turned the War decisively in favour of the Allies, and the German
military knew that their war effort was now a lost cause. However, the fighting continued, as fiercely as at any
time until the cease-fire was finally ordered.
In South Africa, due to the slow speed of communication, the War situation was perhaps not so well known, but,
in contrast, the details of the losses of and injuries to the soldiers who had joined up were very well known indeed.
A campaign, known as “The South African Red Cross Our Day”, was started in September 1918 to raise funds for
those who had been wounded in the War, as well as for the dependants of those who had lost their lives. As part
of this campaign, an aerial post was arranged, with the approval of the Post Office, the mail being limited to the
carriage of souvenir postcards, which would be flown by one of the 2 BE.2e planes which Major Allister Miller had
brought out to South Africa in 1917, when conducting his recruitment campaign on behalf of the RFC. The pilot
of the plane in each one of these flights was Lt A H Gearing RAF. The plane was maintained by Sergeant Way
and Corporal Streeter.

Fig 1 - a card which is franked
1½d - the rate was ½d within
the Union.

The cards, which were quite widely sold at a cost of 6d each, had the words “Make Your Sixpence Fly” printed on
theme, an obvious allusion to the cost of the cards. Another fund raising idea was to produce “stamps” (which
were in effect labels - see Fig 1) at a cost of 3d each in the hope that those buying the cards would also buy the
labels, but this idea did not catch on.
The postal rates were straight forward, being ½d for delivery within the Union and 1d for delivery outside the Union. A simple postmark was provided by the Post Office, intended to be used to cancel the stamps (although this
did not always happen), being a double ring postmark with “Aerial Post” in the upper segment of the rings, and a
Maltese Cross central between two bars in the lower segment, and “South / date / Africa” in the centre of the postmark.
The “Our Day” mail carrying flights fall into three clear and distinct periods:1.
2.
3.

7th October (see Fig 1) to 2nd November, when three flights in the Cape Town area were undertaken.
20th to 30th November, when eight flights were made around Johannesburg.
16th to 30th December, when a further three flights took place in the Cape Town area.
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There were two designs of card for the flights, one (the “Large Wings” design - see Fig 1) predominantly used in
Cape Town and the other (“Small Wings”) predominantly used in Johannesburg - there are two distinct types of
each card, and a third type of the Large Wings card is known.
The design of the Large Wings card shows the reverse side a 6d piece, with large wings, over a heavy red cross.
The words “Aerial Post Card” and “Make Your Sixpence Fly” are above and below this design respectively.
There are two distinct types of card, one being a glossy, thick white card, and the other being a dull cream card,
which is incidentally very slightly smaller and which weighs quite a bit lighter than the former. It is fairly obvious
that the glossy white cards are quite scarce. A very few cards of a much larger size were printed, these probably
being from trial printings, and at least 2 such cards were carried on the first flight, made on the 7th October.
The design of the Small Wings card (see Fig 2) shows a design in the bottom left corner of the card of the reverse
side of a 6d piece, with the words “By Aerial Post” in italics superimposed over it, and “Make Your Sixpence / Fly”
below, the word “fly” having a simple motif on either side. There is a Red Cross (slightly larger than on the other
card) with an RAF badge with much smaller wings superimposed. Above this, in the centre, are the words
(underlined) “Aerial Post Card”. The cards differ in the colour of the design (other than of course the red cross!) one is in darkish ultramarine, the other is in paler blue. It is claimed that the ultramarine card is the scarcer, although I personally do not think that there is that much in it!

Fig 2 - a “Small Wings” Card
flown on the first Demonstration Flight over Johannesburg.
The message on the back
(dated 19th November 1918)
reads:“I can imagine you beaming
with pride at getting this by
Aerial Post … We are glad
they have postponed festivities until after Peace has actually been declared” (emphasis
supplied) indicating that the
declaration of Peace in South
Africa took some time to get
about!

The First Cape Town Flights
The first flight, scheduled for the 7th October, was intended to be an aerial display, given as part of the Naval and
Military Tournament, which was to be held on the Green Point Cycle Track. However, because at the time
scheduled for the Tournament, the Spanish Influenza pandemic was sweeping through the area, it was necessary
to postpone the Tournament, although the aerial mail was not postponed. Consequently, Lt Gearing flew from
the military aerodrome at Wynberg to Green Point Common, where he landed and handed over the 3 bags of mail
he had carried, to be taken to the Central Post Office and sent on to the various addressees. These items are
comparatively common, and it seems that the majority of the cards which had the 3d “labels” attached were flown
on this flight.
A second flight over the same route was made on the 26th October, but as the intention to carry mail was only announced on the 24th October, the mail is less. Also, due to the disorganised state of the Post Office due to the
Influenza pandemic, many cards which had been posted to be carried on this flight were cancelled with an ordinary datestamp, and not flown - see Fig 3. Mail for this flight is much scarcer - Wyndham in his book “The Airposts of South Africa” refers to a single mail bag being handed over to the postal system - See Fig 4.
A third flight was made on the 2nd November, again between Wynburg and Green Point Common, but as this flight
does not seem to have been advertised at all, it is unsurprising that mail on this flight is scarcer still.
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Fig 3 - a card which was not
flown, due to the problems
caused by the ‘flu pandemic.

Fig 4 - this card was flown
on the 26th October - a
rare item (see text) despite being creased!
[Both ex Fred Clark
collection]

The Transvaal Flights
Lt Gearing and the two mechanics were transferred to Johannesburg on military duties (a native revolt was threatened), and the plane following by rail. The War had by that time ended, but the Red Cross knew that its work
would continue for months after the hostilities had finished. Therefore the organisers of the Transvaal “Our Day”
effort decided to follow the initiative of the Cape Town scheme and a similar postal scheme was authorised, although the patterns of the flights were different - the flights in Cape Town had been no more than demonstration
flights, whereas in Johannesburg, as well as two demonstration flights, the other six flights carried mail from A to
B, and then carried another consignment of mail from B back to A again.
The Red Cross organised a Great Military Exhibition, at the Wanderers Ground in Johannesburg, from the 20th to
the 23rd November. On the 19th November, Lt Gearing made a flight over Johannesburg and Sgt Way, the mechanic, dropped aerial leaflets inviting the “People of Transvaal” to support the Red Cross by not only attending
but also by buying and posting the special postcards.
The first two mail carrying flights in the Transvaal were, as in Cape Town, demonstration flights, which took place
on the 20th and 22nd November. Lt Gearing also undertook, at the request of the Mayors of the respective
towns, flights to Germiston on the 24th and Benoni on the 30th November, another flight being undertaken to Pretoria on the 27th November. The Benoni flight was not without some modest complication, in that as a result of the
pilot demonstrating the aeroplane, as well as dropping leaflets, the crowds spread onto the landing site, so he was
unable to land. He made a journey from Turffontein to Benoni the following day, where he landed without problem, handing over the mail for Benoni and collecting that for the return visit.
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As the postmark was always the same, it is virtually impossible to say whether any particular card was taken to
(for example) Pretoria or from Pretoria. If the writer of the card included his address which would be in Pretoria,
and the card was addressed well out of the area, then it would seem a reasonable guess that the card was from
Pretoria, but nothing can be proved with certainty - see Fig 5.

Fig 5 - the message on the reverse reads that the card “will
have been taken up on a flight
from Benoni to Jo’burg ‘ere it
reaches you” indicating that it
was carried on the return flight.

The resumed Cape Town Flights
Lt Gearing returned to Cape Town in early December. The Military Tournament, which had been postponed because of the ‘flu pandemic, was rearranged to take place on the 16th December, and on the 14th December (a Saturday), Lt Gearing gave a demonstration flight over the Show Ground, and dropped a large number of handbills
advertising the Tournament. Further mail flights took place on the 16th, 23rd and 30th December. I must admit to
an error in my book, where I say that mail was not carried on the 16th December - mail (only a “very small batch”
of postcards, according to Wyndham) was indeed carried on that day, along with 4 packets of “The Aerial News”,
a specially produced newspaper. The flights on the 23rd and 30th December were intended to give the public an
opportunity of sending Christmas and New Year Greetings respectively, but very little mail was carried on either of
these flights - see Fig 6.

Fig 6 - an interesting item, clearly intended for the flight on the 23rd
December, but posted in Kalk Bay on
the 23rd December, too late for inclusion in the mail carried on that date.
The message on the card wishes
“Best Wishes for a happy Xmas from
Daddy”!
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A collector can be as fussy or as general as he/she pleases. To cover the essentials, a collection might simply
be restricted to two examples of the “Large Wings” cards, one white card and one dull cream card - perhaps with
an example with one of the unofficial “Stamps/labels” attached - with two examples of the “Small Wings” cards,
one ultramarine and the other light blue.
Oddities occur, of course - “Large Wings” cards are known flown on the first Johannesburg flight, as indeed are
“Small Wings” cards flown on the first resumed Cape Town flight. As previously, some “trial” cards were flown on
the very first flight. At least 2 cards are recorded which were set by Registered Post. There are probably other
complications or variations.
The following is a list which I believe to be reasonably comprehensive of all the “Make Your Sixpence Fly” cards
(although no special listing is given to differentiate between the two basic types of each card):Oct 7
Oct 26
Nov 2
Nov 20

Nov 22
Nov 24
Nov 27
Nov 30
Dec1
Dec 14
Dec 16

Dec 23
Dec 30

Cape Town - Young’s Field to Green Point
i.
“Trial” (ie oversized) cards - ? 2 carried
Cape Town – Young’s Field to Green Point - R
i.
Mail intended for flight but not carried - see text
Cape Town – Young’s Field to Green Point - RR
Johannesburg Demonstration Flight
i.
“Small Wings” card
ii.
“Large Wings” card - RRR
iii.
Advertising leaflet - RR
Johannesburg Demonstration Flight
Johannesburg to Germiston
Germiston to Johannesburg
Johannesburg to Pretoria
Pretoria to Johannesburg
Johannesburg to Benoni - leaflets - RRR
Johannesburg to Benoni
Benoni to Johannesburg
Cape Town Demonstration Flight - advertising handbills - RRR
Cape Town Demonstration Flight - mail drop at Green Point
i.
“The Aerial News” - RR
ii.
“Large Wings Card” - RR
iii.
“Small Wings Card” - RRR
Cape Town Demonstration Flight - mail drop at Green Point - RR
Cape Town Demonstration Flight - mail drop at Green Point - RR

The “R” rating is my own estimation. “RRR” is intended to indicate that probably less than 5 copies exist, “RR”
means probably less than 40 copies and “R” probably less than 80 copies (although that may be a somewhat generous estimate). In the case of “The Aerial News” and the leaflets, the scarcity reflects not the number of items
which were originally carried/dropped, but rather the number now in circulation - these are the sort of things that,
by their very nature, tend not to be kept, unlike the cards.
Generally, mail carried on the first flights in Cape Town and Johannesburg respectively seems to be fairly easy to
come by - the novelty perhaps wore off after the first flight. I also am of the opinion that the end of the war resulted in a generally tail off of enthusiasm to help the Red Cross in its ministrations, as well as the effects of the
Spanish ‘flu pandemic. Approximately 12,000 “Large Wings” cards were sold - no numbers are available for the
“Small Wings” cards, and it is accepted that fewer of these were sold.
Other curios (see Figs 7 and 8 below) exist, being “Souvenir Envelopes” which were sold for 6d each. Two sizes
were issued, 105mm x 75mm and 122m x 96mm. A space was printed on each for the attachment of an “Our
Day” “stamp”, and they were also numbered - in the case of the larger envelope, there are two numbers, exactly
5,000 apart. The reason for, and significance of, these numbers are not known. I have never seen one of these
envelopes in a used condition - they are scarce enough unused!
Lastly (please see Reisener’s “Special Postmarks and Covers of South Africa” at p271, where he illustrates a card
illustrated with a soldier’s face superimposed upon a Red Cross, which were apparently issued in the hope that
they would be used to convey Christmas Greetings - according to Reisener, the public was encouraged to affix
the “Our Day” “stamps” as well. I have never seen such an item and I can only deduce that they are very rare
indeed.
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Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Red Cross Leaflet
The leaflet below is illustrated here to compliment the article from Nick. This appeared in the Harmers auction
of 6th April 2006 and unfortunately your editor was not successful in his attempt to purchase this item!
It provides some background to the fund raising efforts by the Red Cross.
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No response to this query! Someone must have some information.
A perforation query
I have had a query from a non member on the illustration below. I have similar large pieces in my collection but
have no real answer to why this happened. If any of our members can offer an explanation, please let the editor
know. Ed.

“Above is a scan of a marginal strip from Issue R15S. Note the staggered perfs. on the marginal side. What
would have caused this? I have seen this occurrence but in horizontal perfs. and not the vertical ones.”

SACS 2010
I need articles for the commemorative booklet we are planning for the exhibition at Spring Stampex next
year. If you have anything/ideas please let me know. Better still I need help with a few articles. Please
put pen to paper!

South Africa
South West Africa
Fully illustrated lists available for the above countries. Two lists available for
South Africa, one featuring better single items, sets and varieties and the second, Postal History. If you would like a copy, please contact:

OTTO PEETOOM
ORMSKIRK STAMPS
Rectory Road, Roos, Near HULL, East Yorkshire, HU12 0LD England
TEL: 01964 670239
INTERNATIONAL +44 1964 670239
FAX: 01964 671204
+44 1964 671204
Website: www.rhodesianstamps.net
For those with other interests, we have separate lists for The Rhodesias including
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South African Collectors’ Society
Exhibition
Spring Stampex
24-27 February 2010

n
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Ex 201

The South African Collectors’ Society will be staging an exhibition to commemorate the
Centenary of the establishment of the Union of South Africa on 31 May 1910.
This is an exhibit that should not be missed by Union collectors. We hope to be able to
exhibit a selection of material that covers the Union period as comprehensively as possible.
This will include stamps of the Interprovincial period, definitives, commemoratives, postal
history, airmails, postal stationary and much more.
In addition, we hope this exhibition will attract local as well as overseas collectors and will
inspire dealers to bring along good material to cater to the interests of
South African collectors.
In addition, a meeting of the South African Collectors Society will take place during the event
and it is hoped to attract a renowned collector to do a talk on some aspect of Union Philately.
An exhibition catalogue will be available and members of the Society will have an information
stand to assist collectors and potential collectors of the Union and Republic of South Africa.
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1963.3.14 ANNIVERSARY OF KIRSTENBOSCH
Designer: M F Stern
A commemorative stamp was issued to celebrate the Golden Jubilee of the National Botanic Gardens, now called
Kirstenbosch.

SACC 223

Commemorative Postmark

The origin of the name Kirstenbosch is uncertain. A number of families with the name Kirsten lived in the vicinity
and somehow the area became known as Kirstenbosch. After the English occupation in 1811 two large grants of
land were made. Colonel Bird built a house at the foot of Window Gorge, planted chestnuts and probably built the
bath in the Dell. Henry Alexander built a house on the site of the old tea house.
The Ecksteen family acquired both properties in 1823 and later the land passed on to the Cloete family. They
farmed the area and planted oaks, fruit trees and vines. In 1895 Cecil Rhodes bought the property from the
Cloete family and appointed a caretaker. In 1902 Rhodes died bequeathing Kirstenbosch to the people as part of
his great Groote Schuur estate.
In 1913 it was chosen by unanimous vote of Parliament as the site of the national botanical garden devoted to indigenous flora, with a grant of £1 000 per year.
Prof Pearson, who came to South Africa in 1903 to fill the newly established Chair of Botany at the South African
College, was the obvious choice for a director, but there was no money for a salary. Pearson’s house was described as “consisted of two small rat-infested rooms, damp in winter and dusty in summer. Cooking was carried
out in a lean-to structure outside!
The Government grant was supplemented by the sale of firewood and acorns. What confronted Pearson when
work started on the garden were the ruins of the Cloete homestead, thousands of pigs, weeds in the orchards and
bush that obscured the bath. He began by planting cycads in the Dell.
In 1916, at the age of 46, Prof Pearson died from pneumonia. Buried in the garden his epitaph is – “If ye seek his
monument, look around! Thanks to his work, and that of his successors, Kirstenbosch is today recognised as one
of the finest and most beautiful botanical gardens in the world.
A publicity datestamp was introduced in 1963. During the jubilee celebrations the Thematic Stamp Club and the
Lion’s Club, Cape Town, sponsored an International Thematic Exhibition. The exhibition was non-competitive but
Certificates of Participation were given. The exhibits were restricted to subjects dealing with botany, such as flowers, parks and similar related items.
A temporary post office was established at the show which was held at the Old Town Hall, Greenmarket Square
and provided with a special datestamp ‘FLORA ‘63”. The famous red disa, Disa Uniflora, is shown in the centre.
The fixed date “14-21:III:1963 appears in the lower segment. Two special covers were provided at the show, of
which about 2 000 were printed. Many were registered.
Printed on white unwatermarked paper by the Albertina machine. The perforation was made by the Grover Two
Row appliance.
Layout

A B
C D

20 rows of 5 stamps

For the first time the Government Printer has used what are known as “process colours” to obtain a variety of colour tints. All previous South African stamps in two or three colours have had these colours as separate potions of
a combined design; in this issue the colouring is superimposed to varying degrees, thus producing gradations of
colouring from the three “primary” colours, red, blue and yellow.
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One multipositive was used for the preparation of Panes A and C, and another for Panes B and D, as shown by
their respective common flaws.
Panes A & C
R12/5 & 13/5

R14/5

Black mark between rows 12 and 13
Red dot in gutter margin to right of last A of Afrika
Panes B & D

R6/2

Tiny black dot between K and V of REPUBLIEK VAN

R11/3

Brown crescent mark to left of large 1 of value

Pane
A

B

C

D
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Identification
R1/1

Tiny black dot in curve of 2 of value

R2/3 & 3/1

Large black mark between rows 2 and 3, stamp 1

R3/5

Small black dot above mountain, below N of VAN

R4/1

Small black dot above V of VAN

R4/5

Small red dot in gutter above K of REPUBLIEK

R15/1

Large blue mark above mountain, below U of REPUBLIEK

R20/1

Two horizontal black lines about 10mm apart through left
frame of stamp

R2/3

Red dot joining left curl of S of SUID

R5/3

Small red dot below and between IK of AFRIKA

R5/5

Small red dot in top right hand gutter margin

R6/4

Small red dot in bottom gutter margin below U of SOUTH

R7/3

Faint blue line to left of large 2 of value

R17/4

Faint mark above mountain, below U of REPUBLIEK

R19/2

Faint blue V above K of REPUBLIEK

R20/4

Faint blue mark under first limb of K of AFRIKA

R4/5

Tiny black dot between UI of SUID

R9/2

Small red dot below second A of AFRIKA

R11/4

Black dot above mountain, below U of SUID

R12/4

Tiny red dot above mountain, below U of REPUBLIEK

R18/5

Large blue dot between K and V of REPUBLIEK VAN,
also blue dot above mountain to left of large 2 of value

R20/3

Tiny dot to right of c of value

R2/2

Blue dot below and to right of N of VAN

R3/2

Tiny dot to bottom right of last A of AFRIKA

R6/4

Small red dot above mountain, below AN of VAN

R8/1

Small red dot next to K of REPUBLIEK

R12/2

Small red dot to right of flower, just above mountain

R16/5

Small red dot below S of SUID

R20/4

Cluster of blue dots below RIK of AFRIKA

R20/5

Very tiny red dot above mountain, below V of VAN
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On an order for 500 000 sheets of 100 stamps per sheet, a delivery of 22 600 sheets was made on 5.2.1963, the
total delivery being 435 496 sheets.
Varieties:

Red omitted

Covers as reported at meeting:

Source: The Special & Commemorative Postmarks, Cachets & Covers of South Africa 1892-1975 – Hasso O Reisener, p,85
SA Philatelist, December 1962, p.232, February 1963, p.36, April 1963, p.61
Philatelic Bulletin No 44, January 1963
Encyclopaedia of Southern Africa – Rosenthal, p.273
RSA Handbook Q8
Acknowledgements to the RSA Stamp Study Circle for permission to reprint these articles for our members.
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10/- London Pictorial with inverted centre
A vertical pair of this variety sold at a Spink Shreves
auction recently. Incorrectly described as SG 32 var
instead of SG 39, it sold for $50000 plus 15% buyers
premium. This equates to a value of £31-32000 depending on the $/£ exchange rate. The SG catalogue
value of £9500 (for a single stamp) seems very conservative based on this realisation.
However, what interests me more is the background
information to this stamp. I have looked through back
issues of the SAP and Springbok without finding any
reference to this variety. If any member can fill in
more information for my records, I will be grateful.
This stamp is also referred to in the Auction report by
Tony on page 79.
A high resolution scan provided by Spink Shreves is
provided on the right.
Eddie Bridges
10/- Pictorial with inverted centre

SPOT A WINNING DEALER!
...IN JUST TWO QUICK STEPS
1. Identify PAUL VAN ZEYL t/a RAND STAMP AUCTIONS in this

picture

2. Contact him to discuss how we can help each other, to get a “win-win”
(auction or direct sale) result at:
e-mail: paulvz@mweb.co.za; Tel +27 (0)12 329 2464; Fax +27 (0)12 329 3157
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1963.08.30 - CENTENARY OF RED CROSS
Designer: Unknown

SACC 225

SACC 224

The Red Cross Society was founded in 1863.
Two special stamps were issued to celebrate its centenary in 1963. A special datestamp was also prepared and
used in Pretoria for postmarking FDC’s. Special covers were issued by the Red Cross Society. Some of these
bear large round cachets or stamp marks prepared by the society for marking these letters on the first day of issue.
Florence Nightingale carried out pioneering work during the Crimean War (1853-1856) to improve the care of sick
and wounded soldiers. She introduced women nurses into military hospitals, set up kitchens to provide suitable
diets for the invalids, provided recreational facilities for convalescents and improved the distribution of supplies.
These principles have been the basis for much Red Cross work in later years. She continued to take an interest
in Red Cross work until her death in 1910.
In 1859 Henry Dunant, a Swiss banker, traveled on business in northern Italy and witnessed the aftermath of the
Battle of Solferino, a conflict between 300 000 soldiers from Imperial Austria and the Franco-Sardinian Alliance.
Being inspired by the work of Florence Nightingale and moved by the sight of the appalling injuries and conditions,
Dunant rallied villagers from the town of Castiglione delle Pieve to assist and tend the wounded. These townsfolk
were to become the first volunteers of the Red Cross.
In 1862 Dunant published his recollection of this experience as A Memory of Solferino. He remained convinced
that the power of humanity could be engaged to alleviate suffering on a global scale. A Memory of Solferino, with
its underlying message of hope and inspiration, drew widespread support across Europe, bringing with it the reminder that suffering does not end once the battle has ceased.
In October 1863, under the leadership of Henry Dunant, Gustave Moynier, General Guillaume-Henri Dufour, Dr
Louis Appia and Dr Theodore Maunoir set up the International Committee for Relief to the Wounded in Geneva.
The Committee chose as their emblem a perfectly formed red cross on a white background, the simple inverse of
the Swiss flag.
In 1864 the Swiss Government invited other Governments to attend an international diplomatic conference at the
urging of the Committee. This landmark meeting of representatives from 15 European countries and the United
States of America saw 12 governments become signatories to the first Geneva Convention.
During the First World War centres were set up in France and Red Cross searchers were authorized to search
villages where fighting had taken place and also to search in hospitals. This work marked the start of the Message and Tracing Service which remains a vital part of the Society’s work today.
In May 1919 the League of Red Cross Societies (now the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies) was formed and extended the role of the Red Cross from its focus on wartime relief to incorporate
“the improvement of health, the prevention of disease, and the mitigation of suffering throughout the world”.
The SA Red Cross Society focuses on the four core areas of health and care, disaster management, organisational development and humanitarian values. It is constantly involved in disaster relief and humanitarian aid (i.e.
fires, floods, homeless and missing persons) and increasingly involved in improving the quality of life and easing
the suffering of mothers and babies infected with HIV/AIDS.
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Emblem
While the cross emblem has no religious connotation, the symbol unintentionally reminded Muslims of the Christian crusades, and they began using a red crescent in the 19th century. On Sunday, 14 January 2007, the red
crystal officially came into force as a third protective emblem that can be used alongside the red cross and red
crescent.
The emblem was introduced following long-running negotiations to include Israel in the Movement. Israel’s national society, Magen David Adom, have been using the red star of David and wanted it to have the same status
as the cross and crescent on the battlefield. There were concerns about the Movement’s neutrality and that the
red star of David would lead to a proliferation of protective symbols and so undermine the recognition of emblems
to protect humanitarian workers.
The red crystal, the additional emblem, was adopted by a large majority of states at a diplomatic conference held
in December 2007 in Geneva. Any national society will be able to use the crystal if it wants. Military medics for
any country will be able to display it instead of the cross or crescent.
Paper with the RSA watermark was used with the watermark facing to the right as seen from the front of the
stamp. A small number of sheets were printed on paper with a reversed watermark and can be found with both
sets of cylinder numbers. (Note: The Goebel machine printed from rolls of paper and it is possible that a roll of
reversed watermark paper was being used when cylinder 82 had to be replaced.) Harrison coated paper was
used for the first time. Perforation, gauge 14, on the two row Grover appliance.
Printing was done on the Goebel 840 machine in a double die format giving panes A and B, with Pane B on the
left of Pane A.
2½c & 12½c in 5 rows of 20 stamps
Layout

B

A

2½c
Issue

Cylinder nos

Watermark

1
2

42/82/89 Panes A and B
42/99/89 Panes A and B

RSA normal and reversed
RSA normal and reversed

42 – Red, 82 (99) – Mauve, 89 – Black
Approximately 99 200 sheets of the 500 000 ordered constituted Issue 1
Pane identification
Common to Issues 1 and 2
Pane A

Pane B
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R1/9

Black smudge left of horizontal arm of cross, on vertical arc

R3/2 & 3

Black scratch mark in gutter between stamps 2 and 3

R3/17

Black dot below D of SUID

R4/1

Black mark below AF of AFRIKA

R4/20

Violet dot above PU of REPUBLIC

R5/8

Small violet dot below UI of SUID, near vertical curve

R5/13

Violet dot in head of large 2 of figure of value

R5/20

Black dot between 1 and 8 of 1863

R1/7

Black dot top of 1 of 1963. Indistinct in cylinder 99 printing

R3/1 & 2

Pale violet curve extending through common gutter

R3/6

Vertical violet mark above 1 of 1863, left of vertical arc, also projection
from horizontal portion of lamp, above 18 of 1863

R3/12

Two small black dots above 18 of 1863, near outline of vertical curve

R3/14

Inclined violet mark above 86 of 1863, left of vertical arc

R3/16

Inclined violet scratch mark through figure of value

R5/19

Tiny red dot right of horizontal arm of cross
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Issue 1 only
Pane A

Pane B

R1/13

Several black dots in upper quadrant of cross

R1/16

Prominent black dot left of nurse’s shoulder

R3/7

Violet dot below I of SUID

R5/1

Tiny black dot above 1 of 1863

R5/9

Small black dot left of nurse’s shoulder

R1/5

Small black dot below D of SUID

R1/8

Prominent black dot left of apex of first A of AFRIKA

R2/16

Small black dot left of 1 of 1863

R4/1

Tiny black dot above 18 of 1863

R5/17

Series of black dots below SUID
Issue 2 only

Pane A

Pane B

R1/9

Small black dot in left arm of cross

R1/13

Black dot in upper right quadrant of cross

R4/17

White smudge in larger vertical arc

R5/3

Black scratch mark in sheet’s bottom margin

R1/2

Tiny violet dot below F of AFRIKA

R2/3

Two prominent inclined violet lines extending through lowr left corner of
stamp

R4/19

Two black dots left of nurse’s shoulder, towards margin of stamp

R5/5

Black and white smudge marks on lower portion of larger vertical arc

R5/10

Small black dot in upper right quadrant of cross

On an order for 500 000 sheets of 100 stamps per sheet, a delivery of 26 200 was made on 23.7.63, the total delivery being 99 200 sheets. A delivery of 34 900 sheets was made on 30.7.63, the total delivery being 281 310
sheets. No change to that recorded for cyls 42, 82 and 89. A total of 398 119 sheets was delivered from cyls 42,
99 and 89
Note: An interesting constant red dot appears on the margin of the B pane opposite row two which, depending on
the guillotining process, can either be on the left or the right margin or even partially on both.

12½c
This value was printed with one set of cylinders, 7 (Red) and 81 (Dark blue-black (Indigo)) on the Goebel 830 in a
double die format giving Panes A and B. Paper with the RSA watermark was used and due to the format of the
stamp layout the watermark faced upright. Perforation details were not given but sheets inspected give the impression that the two row appliance was also used in this instance but with a gauge of 15x14.
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Pane Identification
Pane A

Pane B

R2/1

Small blue-black dot at top of cross

R3/2

A series of blue-black dots below cross

R6/5

Blue-black blob right of C of figure of value

R7/2

Horizontal blue-black mark through stamp

R12/4

Blue-black V mark below OU of SOUTH

R15/1

Blue-black dot below R of REPUBLIEK

R19/4

Blue-black smudge left of globe

R20/3

Tiny blue-black dot right of 19 of 1963

R1/4

Blue-black dot on right margin of globe and whitish smudge adjoining it

R3/1

Small blue-black dot below O of OF

R4/5

White smudge below PU of REPUBLIC

R8/4

V shaped blue-black mark in flame

R13/4

Large blue-black dot right of hyphen of 1863-1963

R15/1

Two blue-black dots left and right of the east coast of Africa

Variety: Absent Red Cross
On an order for 15 000 sheets of 100 stamps per sheet, a delivery of 5 800 sheets was made on 26.7.63, the total
delivery being 17 776 sheets.
Covers as reported at meeting

Scarce Jan Smuts datestamp
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Sources:
The Special & Commemorative Postmarks, Cachets & Covers of South Africa 1892-1975 – Hasso O Reisener,
p.86
SA Philatelist, September 1963, p.162
Philatelic Bulletin No 45, July 1963
SA Handbook, Q12

Thanks to the Study Circle for the use of these commemorative studies. If anyone has something to add
to the existing knowledge, please advise the editor.
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Auction Report Jan-Jun 2009
by Tony Howgrave-Graham
If I’ve complained about a lack of material on offer in one or two recent reports I shan’t be complaining about this
last 6 months – though I may have the odd moan about the amount of material I’ve been able to buy! The market
for good material remains very buoyant.
I’m going to start this report out of sequence with a remarkable item from the Spink Shreves 11/12 June sale in
New York, a top right vertical corner pair of the perf 14, recess printed 10/- with inverted centres (Fig.1). The
stamps were um, the perfs between stamp and right margin were separated. The origins of this stamp are not
known and have been much discussed. Most copies are singles and only one other vertical pair is known. Comment has been made about the size of the right margin which is larger than with the issued stamps, so one doesn’t know if it was printed in the normal 2-pane fashion. From the number of copies known one would suspect not,
which begs the question of how they appeared from Bradbury Wilkinson. Whatever its status it was competitively
sought after and with its 1979 BPA certificate made $50,000 before commission.
Staying with extraordinary items before turning to Fred Clark’s material, a very interesting item appeared at Harmers on 14 May along with his material. Lot 158 had done the rounds of the expert committees. It shows a block of
4 (possibly 2 vertical pairs as it’s severed between) 1d official (Fig.2). The left vertical pair has “OFFICIAL” printed
right and left on both stamps. These are on a piece of OHMS envelope along with another 1d single from a different issue and a ½d, making up a 5½d rate. There are no indications of registration (though needn’t be to confirm,
or exclude, this). All have seemingly genuine Union Buildings, Pretoria date stamps for 28 Jun 1939. A completely
unrecorded major variety appearing 70 years after the event! It’s little wonder a few sceptical eyebrows were
raised! If a forgery it’s a good one. I am informed the overprint on the variety stamps is exactly right and in the
right ink. I gather it struggled at The Royal but came up with a “clean” BPA certificate and made £3018 including
commission.
Fred Clark’s material was divided between his postal history which appeared at Cavendish on Jan 28th and the
stamps which appeared at Harmers on 14 May.
Starting with the former it turned out, not surprisingly, to be an unscheduled SACS meet in Derby. It’s a difficult
auction to report on because lots were clumped together into vast accumulations of often hundreds of covers and
no attempt had been made to separate Union from Republican material so many lots with 20 or so interesting
items for a Union collector were inextricably linked to 220 or so unwanted Republican ones. Some of the better
lots were derived from Fred’s display material. About 100 early GV covers with lots of interest made a double estimate £705 – still good value when four 1910 2½d commem FDCs are taken into account. It was bought, I think,
by one of our more discerning members. The airmails fetched surprisingly good prices. 1911 KenilworthMuizenberg cards fetched between £352 and £470 each! The 1918 “large wing” cards fetched £60 to £152 and
“small wings” £58 to £176 for a Benoni flight. The main collection comprising 53 items related to the 1929 Union
Airways service made £588 whilst the 2 main Imperial Airways lots made £646 (72 items) and £823 (96 items).
The main collection of maritime mail, ludicrously underestimated at £240, made £1293. There followed 19 lots of
military mail, 3 lots of Antarctica (sounding interesting but less so on inspection and all making reserve, or near
reserve, only), a 1937 Coronation pigeon post cover (+ message and wrapper) £165, postage due covers (some
100’s but mostly modern) £646 and a second lot of 240 (estimated much less but in fact rather better) £764. I’ve
been expecting quite a lot of Fred’s material to appear, broken down, for Leamington – but, as yet, there’s not
much sign of it!
Fred’s stamps appeared at Harmers on 14 May. There’s been much criticism, including in the latest Springbok, of
the lotting of this material. Harmer’s reputed defence was that they would have required a larger vendor’s commission than the agreed if they were to have broken it down further. It appeared the only beneficiaries would be
the dealers with decent wallets. In the event, however, I doubt dealers bought much, if any, of it as the prices realised were quite remarkable. The overall impression of those viewing was that the material wasn’t quite as good as
they’d been expecting and the estimates were a bit on the high side.
My main interest was the lot of unhyphenated rotogravure. It had some good low value control pieces (though a
long way off complete) and some valuable and desirable paper join items. The higher values (1/- & 2/6) were,
however, a bit on the weak side. My “official assessor” advised me it would probably not make its £5,500 estimate. I did bid a bit more than his suggested £4,000 but was amazed to hear it made £13,500 (£15,444 with commission!). Who would have paid that much! Surely not a dealer, so there must be collectors around with cash to
spare who will just buy something they want, no matter the cost. An album of 1910-24 made £5,432, of 1923-9
£9,724, of specialised ½d springboks £3,259, and of specialised 1d ships £2,655. A good lot of Darmstadts made
£3,500, of coils £3,380 (though the bulk of these were modern), an official collection (which I was advised “wasn’t
up to much”) a 2½ times estimate £2897 and the dues (which did look good) £4,828.
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On a more individual lot basis a page from the Harrison sample booklet with blocks of ten of the 3 colour combinations of the perf bicolour 1d springbok essays made a near double estimate £905, more than the last complete
sample booklet I saw on offer! Interestingly I recently saw a block of 10 of these in black & blue on offer on e-bay
for £5! I attempted to keep track of these but they disappeared! – presumably withdrawn. Another interesting item
of Fred’s was a vertical pair of the 1941-8 1½d with missing yellow-buff (Fig.3). Mounted only in the top margin it
made £1400 (= £1690, vide infra). One further lot that requires mention was “the balance” of Fred’s collection offered as one lot. This comprised of 101 albums!! I was threatened with immediate divorce proceedings if I as
much as looked at it!!
So what can one say? As a vendor I would have been more than a little peeved by the lotting of my treasures.
However, when I got a list of the realisations I’d have been “over the moon”!! As I say, I can’t see that a dealer
could have bought any of the big lots with a view to making a profit on breakdown. All logic and experience goes
out of the window – or perhaps ours just isn’t equal to Harmer’s! One thing that we certainly cannot expect an
Auction House to take any notice of is the emotion we feel for our little treasures and the pride we have in having
tracked them down, and probably having bought them at what we thought was a good price (ie more than anyone
else wanted to pay at the time!). As I know from the Leamington auction, breaking things down into small lots is
very time consuming and if we expect professional companies to do this for us we have to expect to pay for the
privilege – something we are undoubtedly very loath to do! Deciding how to dispose of material is becoming very
difficult. The auction houses just don’t seem to be able to make a profit unless lots are large value. The buyers’
premiums have also become a very significant factor – over 20% now at Harmers on lots realising less than
£5,000. This is certainly a significant factor that must be taken into account when deciding how best to dispose of
material.
Grosvenor has managed to keep its buyers’ premium just below 20% (19.55% inclusive of current VAT). They had
some nice items in their 26 March sale. A vfu King’s head £1 made a reserve £150 (=£179 + £8 as it originated
from outside the EU). Two further nice copies of this stamp, each on a piece (one with 10/-, 5/- & 4d, the other
with 10/-, 1/-(2) & 4d(2)) were offered at £300-350. They each made £255(= £299 + £13). The tête-bêche 2d from
the booklet sheets (Fig.4) in a marginal strip of 3 (“slightly toned” and with a hinge behind the top of the key pair)
made £2,000 (=£2,391 + £100). Of the 1927-30 recess an inscriptional pair of 2/6 (Gp.I, perf 14, um) made £120
(=£143 + £6) and the same for the 10/- £160 (=£191 + £8). Of the SWA the 1923 setting 1 set to £1, um, made
£1620 and the “Af.rica” flaw, um, £108.
They had another sale on 7 May when they re-offered the nice but grossly overpriced 1½d strip of 4 with the yellow-buff completely missing from the centre 2 stamps (see last auction report, Fig.8). They had reduced the estimate a little, to £18-£20,000!, but still claimed it was the rarest GVI missing colour. It failed to sell again (vide supra for Fred’s vertical pair), as did the 1947 Royal Visit colour trials with an unaltered estimate. One re-offered
item that did sell was the unissued 1987 Bible Soc 40c, um. This made £251 so the Cavendish example at £140
appears to have been “a snip” rather than an indication of collapse in the price!
Welz held their sale on 13-14 May. The rand was approximately 13 to the £1. The King’s head ½d plate 2 made
2340R for a mounted control B6, but the sale was really remarkable for the SWA. 464 lots covering all periods.
The majority sold , again confirming the falsity of rumours of a year, or so, ago suggesting the market was “dead”!
My impression is that it is actually selling rather better than SA, though there are problems for both with modern
material. The 1931-54 pictorials don’t get much of a mention. They’re a nice set so I’ll quote a few realisations.
The set imperf and gummed and without too many of the usual creases (ex one archive double pane sheet) made
10,530R. The set in mm inscriptional pairs, perf up, made 2,106R whilst the same perf down made 4,446R (I have
no explanation for the difference). Going earlier to the “S.W.A.” overprinted pictorials the rare 1/- Gp.II with missing stop (Fig.5) along with a Gp.I B4 with small stop, made 11,700R. The 2/6 Gps.I&II with missing stop made
2,106R and the same for the 5/-, 3,510R whilst the £1 with missing stop in a pair with normal, mm, made
10,530R. The 5/- with the SWA ovpt in blue, lmm, made 5,850R and the same for the 10/- in a bottom right marginal block of 6, 19,890R. There were numerous inverted, or doubled, overprints on the war efforts and commemoratives so if you need to check prices for these I suggest a look at the website.
Universal Philatelic Auctions hold massive postal auctions and sent me their 7 April catalogue - 14,204 lots of
which 718 were SA and 86 SWA! They have no buyers’ premium, lots are reserved at 80% of estimate but the
estimate is reduced by 10% each time a lot is unsold. Most lots are in the £5-£50 range with a few in the £100s,
so it may be of interest to members who can contact them at 4 The Coalyard, West End, Northleach, Glos. GL54
3HE or on line at www.upastampauctions.co.uk . Inevitably there are a large number of unsolds but a few examples of realisations:- 2nd Kenilworth-Muizenberg flight card (with 27 for 30 date error) £450 and without the error
£340, 1927-30 recess 5/- perf 14, mm, £70 and £95 and used £165, unhyphenated roto 3d black & red (wmk up)
arrow pair with window flaw, lmm, £78, 1/- wmk up, fu, £21, 2/6 grn & brn, lmm £35, hyphenated 5/- wmk inv,
lmm, £40, 1st screened 5/- Cyl.B4, lmm, £56 and the yellow-green similarly, £40 and the 1st 5/- official with stereo
op, lmm, £74. What I couldn’t find, I’m afraid, was too many examples of remarkably cheap sales as a result of
their “reducing estimate” policy.
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Finally e-bay’s policy of cheap, or free, listings is making the site virtually unusable. Lines and lines of valueless
material (eg an average used King’s head 1d reserved at 99p! – then another 80p postage if anyone was mad
enough to buy it! Or lists of 100’s of modern FDCs, all at 99p and all, as far as I can see, remaining unsold). If you
are an e-bay seller I suggest you contact them because the number of unsolds is approaching 90% and they’re
ruining the site for you.

SPOT A WINNING DEALER!
...IN JUST TWO QUICK STEPS
1. Identify PAUL VAN ZEYL t/a RAND STAMP AUCTIONS in this

picture

2. Contact him to discuss how we can help each other, to get a “win-win”
(auction or direct sale) result at:
e-mail: paulvz@mweb.co.za; Tel +27 (0)12 329 2464; Fax +27 (0)12 329 3157
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The first part of an interesting article published in Germania (The Journal of Germany and Colonies
Specialist Society) is reprinted herewith with kind permission from the editor of Germania.

South African occupation of German South West Africa:
Adapted German postmarks
Part 1
by Colin Faers
As a collector of German South West Africa it is almost inevitable that one focuses on its postal history and various
postmarks. Throughout the German colonial period there were nearly 100 different post offices, although with
offices opening and closing and some being renamed, there were never this many open at any one time.
With the outbreak of World War I the German colony was invaded by vastly superior, South African-led forces,
leading to the surrender of the German forces and administration at Grootfontein on 9 July 1915.
South African forces had established Military Field and Military Post Offices as they occupied the territory. From
the latter half of 1915 post offices were gradually re-established as civilian post offices. In the case of nearly 50
offices, old German postmarks were adapted for use, and although most had a fairly short life some were still in
use over 20 years later! There is no other instance (as far as I am aware) where adapted postmarks were used in
such numbers or for so long.
In most cases the adapted postmarks were easily converted for use in the same place, as all that needed to be
done was to erase the word ‘DEUTSCH’ and alter ‘SÜDWEST-AFRIKA’ to ‘S. W. AFRICA’.
In some cases the place name was converted from
German to English or Afrikaans; e.g. BETHANIEN to
BETHANY or KOLMANNSKUPPE to KOLMANSKOP.
In other cases, however, postmarks were used in
different places so that the place names had to be
completely altered. The German oval train ZUG
postmarks were also adapted for use as ordinary
postmarks in Swakopmund and Windhoek. These and
other variants are shown.
Thus there is a very close connection between
German S.W.A. postal history and the South African
Military Occupation period. It is not the intention of this
article to show all the adapted postmarks (I only have
some 30-plus different adaptations in my collection), but
to illustrate a range of them and the different variations.

Although this article is only about the adapted German postmarks in use in the South African occupation period,
there are many other military, temporary and handwritten postmarks. There is also a wide range of censorship
markings and cachets. It is an exceedingly interesting period for its postal history.
Postmark numbers etc. quoted are those in the Putzel handbook. They typically take the form ‘B 5 oc’. In most
cases the original German postmark that was adapted is shown, taking the illustration from Friedemann’s book.
Literature
Howgrave-Graham, Tony. South West Africa: The Occupation Period 1914-1922.
Putzel, Ralph F. The Comprehensive Handbook of the Postmarks of German South West Africa/South West Africa/
Namibia. Tokai, South Africa, 1991.
Friedemann, Albert. The Stamps and Cancels of the German Colonies and the German Post Offices Abroad –
Section V: German Southwest Africa, English translation of the 1967 3rd German edition by Col. Wilbur E.
Davis. Wilmington, Delaware, 1980.
Note that not all the covers and cards are shown to the same scale.
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S.W.A. post offices for which adapted German postmarks are recorded.
Some are exceedingly rare with only a very few examples known; some had an
exceedingly short life, while others could be found still in use over 20 years later.

Post office in occupied S.W.A.

Post office in occupied S.W.A.

Albrechts

German postmark that has
been adapted
Bogenfels

Aroab

Arahoab

Otavifontein

Berglands

Berseba

Bethany (Bethanie)

Bethanien

Brackwasser

Brackwasser

Duurdrift

Ondonga

German postmark that has
been adapted
Olukonda

Otjiwarongo

Deutsche Feldpost No. 1 (1-5
July 1915 only)
Otjiwarongo

Otjosazu

Otjosazu

Otjundaura

Otue

Outjo

Ekuja

Ekuja

Outjo

Erundu

Wanderstempel II

Pomona

1) Uhabis /Wanderstempel V
2) Outjo
Pomonahügel

Gibeon (?)

Rehoboth Rail

Richthofen

Grootfontein

Gibeon (may be irregular use –
fakes)
Gross-Barmen

Seeheim

Seeheim

Grootfontein Rail

Gross-Barmen

Guchab

Gochas

Seeis

Khan

Hatsamas

Gochaganas

Swakopmund

Hatsamas

Hatsamas

Tses

1) Swakopmund 2) oval train
ZUG 1
Koes

Hohewarte

Hohewarte

Tsumeb

Kabus

Kubas

Kalkfeld

Kalkfeld

Kalkfontein North

Ukamas

1) Tsumeb 2)
Wanderstempel I
Ukamas

Kalkfontein-Süd

Usakos

Usakos

Kanus

Kanus

Waldau

Warmbad

Kapps Farm

Warmbad

Warmbad

Wilhelmstal

Wilhelmstal

Karibib

Deutsche Seepost Linie
Deutsch Sudwestafrika
Capstadt (large oval cancel)
Karibib

Windhoek (Windhuk)

Keetmanshoop

Keetmanshoop

Kolmanskop

Kolmannskuppe

Luderitzbucht (Luderitz)

Lüderitzbucht

R.L.S (Reg. Letter Service)
Windhoek
Witvlei (Witvley)

1) Windhuk 2) oval train
ZUG 1
Fahlgras Bz. Windhuk

Maltahohe

Maltahöhe

Warmbad

Uhabis / Wanderstempel V /
Outjo
Warmbad

Mariental

Mariental

Wilhelmstal

Wilhelmstal

Nakop

Usakos

Windhoek (Windhuk)

Neuheusis

Grundorn

Omaruru

Omaruru

1) Windhuk 2) oval train
ZUG 1
Fahlgras Bz. Windhuk

Omitara

Omitara

R.L.S (Reg. Letter Service)
Windhoek
Witvlei (Witvley)

Uhabis / Wanderstempel V /
Outjo

Aroab
The office opened at about the end of 1915. The former German postmark of ARAHOAB (which was a different post office) was
adapted, the letters AH of the name being removed. It is not known what happened to the original German AROAB postmark,
but presumably it was missing.

The missing postmark of AROAB and the postmark of
ARAHOAB that was adapted.
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Cover from Farm Enos, Aroab to Windhuk dated 13.3. Adapted postmark AR OAB.
Variety ‘raised stop and missing year slug’. Putzel only records the missing year slug
variety in 1917, but this is from 1919. Backstamped with Keetmanshoop transit
postmark 17 MAR 19 and Windhoek oval train postmark 20.3.19, both adapted.

Bethany (Bethanie)
Known in German as Bethanien, Bethany was the site of the second oldest mission station in the country, founded
in May 1914 by missionary J. H. Schmelen. Occupied by South African forces on 13.4.15, Bethany was the base
for Field Post Office 31. The first postmark for the civilian post office is 14.6.16.

Original German postmarks for Bethanien and Keetmanshoop and
the adapted Keetmanshoop postmark on the back of the cover below.

Cover from Bethany to Keetmanshoop 10.3.22. Notice the large second ‘2’ year slug.
Putzel notes that large year slugs can be found 1921-23. No censor markings.
It is backstamped with the Keetmanshoop adapted postmark.
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Brackwasser / Brackwasser Rail
Opened 11.3.16 as an RDPO. Putzel states that the office was run by railway officials until the station was
temporarily closed in 1921. In 1926 the name was changed to Konkiep. Note that there was also an office called
Brackwater, near Windhuk.

Censored cover Brackwasser to
Windhuk 21.7.16 with adapted
German postmark – only the
letters S W A remain. Earliest
recorded date 4.3.16. Censored.
Back has Keetmanshoop transit
postmark 25.JUL.16 and
Windhoek adapted oval T.P.O.
arrival postmark 28.7. (year slug
missing? – not recorded in Putzel
thus).

Ekuja
The German post office had opened 5.7.12 and closed early May 1915 (Friedemann) or 5.7.15 (? – Putzel records
two Ekuja cards on this date); the German postmark is rare. Postal Agency opened 1.8.20, closed 3.1.40.

To be continued…..

Monthly Rainfall Record for Peters Farm, November 1931. Ekuja to Windhuk. Ekuja adapted postmark 5.12.31
reading S. W. AFRICA. Windhoek arrival postmark B 22 (30mm diameter) and narrower S.W.A.
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The Rotogravure 1/- Gnu’s—Issue 4
by Tony Howgrave-Graham and Morgan Farrell
Issue 4 was issued in January 1948 and was replaced by the first screened issue (5) in Jan 1950. It thus had a
fairly short life but copies, especially used, are reasonably plentiful.
The most remarkable feature of this issue is the colour of the marginal arrows. Uniquely in the history of South African rotogravure printing the marginal arrows are in the vignette colour – hence the nickname of the “Brown Arrow Issue”. (Fig.1)

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Non-control stamps are still very easily differentiated from issues 3 or 5&6. Issue 4 was produced from a new multipositive which had several marked differences from its predecessor. The most quoted is a dark spot in the mountains in front of the blue gnu’s head. The most obvious on “A” stamps, however, is the even shading under the
arms of the “F” of Afrika, compared to a consistently pale patch with Issue 3. (Fig.2). The sky is also significantly
and uniformly heavier. There is no lightening of the sky in its lower portions as is usual in Issue 3.
Produced from Cylinders 14/6027 the issue was not screened. This feature distinguishes it from Issues 5&6 which
were prepared from the same multipositives. The sheet format remained the same with 20 rows of 6 with the first
stamp in the sheet in Afrikaans. Arrows are placed in the centres of the top, bottom and both side margins. The
multiple springbok’s head watermark is universally upright and the stamps are perforated 14. The 11-row perforator “join” occurs between rows 10 and 11. Thus row 10, or the bottom margin, often appear “short”. I have one example (from many thousands seen) of row 4 being “short” so there may well have been a perforator adjustment
towards the end of one of the printings. 4-figure red serial numbers appear twice in the right margin, “normally” by
rows 4&5 and 15&16.
The shade is fairly consistent though its intensity varies. The brown usually has a chestnutty tinge, but can take
on a more sepia hue in stamps where the aniline in the mix is more pronounced. Unlike Issue 3 where the heavily
anilined copies appear from one printing, in Issue 4 the aniline appears variable throughout. The very occasional
stamp appears to have a sepia centre without aniline, but they are so few that I doubt this represents a scarce
printing, more likely it is the result of the aniline having been dispersed by prolonged soaking. The frames are in a
rather plain, brightish, grey-blue though, again, there is variable intensity.
Varieties
By far the most famous variety is the missing frame (Fig.3) which
achieved a near double catalogue 109,250R, and a short lived record
for a single “Union” item, in the August 2005 Stephan Welz auction.
This makes the 400R valuation in the Hagger handbook look a bit on
the low side even allowing for the time lapse!
There are six listed multipositive, or cylinder, varieties in the handbook.
None quite compare to the above (!) but V1 (ball between R&I) and V4
(blue cloud) are probably deserving of a standard catalogue listing. As
with the two good varieties on Issue 2 (“dart” & “collar”), coming from a
second issue seems to be a disadvantage to making the catalogue, despite the added interest of being from a scarcer issue.
Fig. 3
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The six varieties are shown in Figure 4 and are V1 white stop between “R” and “I” of Africa, row 4/5; V2 a small
white mark on the black gnu’s shoulder, row 8/1 (possibly multipositive though quite a number of the screened issues seem to have a similar mark); V3 an oblique line in front of the horns, row 14/5, which is multipositive; V4 the
large blue “cloud” over the top of the left mountain, row 9/5; V5 a blue mark on the blue gnu’s shoulder, row 19/4
and V6 (the one everyone recognises as it is multipositive and appears on all the Issue 5&6 cylinder blocks) the
damaged top left corner of the frame on row 20/5.

Fig. 4

In fact the whole sheet can be positioned by minor flaws and there are a number of other multipositive flaws,
some of which are shown in Figure 5. These clearly are of use when looking at Issues 5&6.
There are markedly fewer internal cylinder flaws than external. Some of these are shown in Figure 6. Two are
worthy of comment. A long, wavy scratch from the top of the left mountain extending right through the blue gnu on
row 9/1 is surely worth at least a handbook listing. Another scratch on row 14/1 is also interesting. It is horizontal
and runs from the neck of the blue gnu through the black gnu’s back. It is a developmental flaw as the position
can be found without the scratch, though it is very much more common with it.
External cylinder flaws are numerous and some not previously mentioned are shown in Figure 7. Of interest are a
series of wavy blue marks on rows 5, 10 & 14/3. They appear as “extra sky” on 5&10/3, albeit they usually run
through the top of the right hills on 5/3. Placed higher, they are usually above the hills on 10/3, whilst on 14/3 they
appear in the top right margin. On rows 10 & 14/3 they appear to have developed. Stamps can be found with, or
without, them. On 5/3, however, stamps exist with either only a small part showing, or with it fully developed. The
similarity of the marks on all three stamps is striking, as is their horizontal positioning. It seems unlikely that it is
coincidental they all come from vertical row 3. In fact, rows 3/3, 6/3, 9/3 & 17/3 also have smaller marginal
smudges over the “R” or under the “E”. Does anyone have any ideas as to what may have caused them?

A “key” for the Afrikaans stamps follows as Figure 8, and one for the English stamps as Figure 9. A list of the
flaws is in Appendix A. Anyone interested should thus be able position just about any stamp!
The issue was overprinted OFFICIAL/OFFISIEEL in 1949 appearing as SAHB O123. The spacing remains 20mm,
as with the issue 3 overprinting. SACC and Gibbons do not list the basic Issue 4 1/- separately, so it’s not surprising they don’t list the official separately either. SACC don’t even seem to list the Issue 5 overprints (spaced 17.518.5mm). Gibbons at least manages this as O38.
That just leaves Issues 5&6 to complete the “1/- Gnus”! The screened Issues may well not be identifiable by sheet
position to quite the same degree. The screening tends to obscure some of the minor flaws. As we would like to
complete an SACS booklet on the “1/- Gnus” it would be a shame to finish on an incomplete note. Sight of complete mint sheets or large blocks of Issues 5 and 6, particularly the latter, would prove very useful in this respect.
Does anyone, perchance, have such things? – either for short term loan, or purchase?
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Appendix A:- List of Flaws
Afrikaans
Row 1/1 – dots top margin over UI & hyphen
Row 1/3 – double dot over top right corner (mp)
several small dots in right margin
Row 1/5 – dot under left edge “L” of Posseel (mp)
large dot in left limb 1st “A” of Afrika
Row 2/2 – dot in upright of “P” of Posseel
dots right margin by “A” & bottom flower
Row 2/4 – dot in sky under “K”
largish dot bottom of right margin
Row 2/6 – dot serif of 2nd “E” of Posseel (mp)
dot right margin by value tablet (mp)
dot in right edge 2nd “S” of Posseel
Row 3/1 – small dot in loop of “P” of Posseel
dot in sky under “R” of Afrika
Row 3/3 – dot in sky line under 1st “A” of Afrika
large smudge in top margin over “R”
Row 3/5 – double dot in left loop 1st “S” of Posseel (mp)
small dots in “U” & “K” of name
Row 4/2 – miniscule dot in top serif of “K” of Afrika
Row 4/4 – dot in right leg of “R” of Afrika
Row 4/6 – small dot low in top loop “S” of Suid
tiny brown dot right of top of middle mountain
Row 5/1 – dot upper right margin level with top of “A”
tiny brown dot in blue gnu’s horn
Row 5/3 – “extra sky” low under “RIK”
dot in medial petal under “S” of Suid
Row 5/5 – small “bluebird” low under “D” (mp)
skyline dot under left leg 1st “A” (mp)
Row 6/2 – tiny dots in sky under 1st “A” & “R”
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English
Row 1/2 – dot in lower left petal 4th flower left
dot in top margin over “S”
Row 1/4 – curly line top margin from “F” of Africa
dot low in “S” of South
Row 1/6 – large dot in petal over 2nd “A” of Africa
dot in right limb 2nd “A” (mp)
Row 2/1 – dot in left base left figure “1”
dot in left of “O” of South
Row 2/3 – small dot centre top of “S” of South (mp)
tiny dot right margin by value tablet
Row 2/5 – dot in upright of “F” of Africa
small brown dot between horn & mountain
Row 3/2 – break in left of “A” of Postage
tiny dot in foot of “S” of South
Row 3/4 – blue dot high left in “I” of Africa
brown dot in same “I” (v centring)
Row 3/6 – dots rt margin by top & bottom flowers
brown dot in right fig “1” (v centring)
Row 4/1 – skyline dot under “FR”
vert blue squiggle under sky under HA
Row 4/3 – dot over “UT” of South & dot in “U”
Row 4/5 – white ball between “R” & “I” (V1)
dots in “S” “U” & rt fig “1” (all mp)
Row 5/2 – dot low under “H” (usually in jaw)
tiny dot over “U” of South
Row 5/4 – brown dot rt of tip of blk gnu’s tail (mp)
tiny brown dot rt of top mid mountain
Row 5/6 – solid line in mid right fringe
tiny dots in O,U & I at top
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Appendix A (con) – List of Flaws
Afrikaans
Row 6/4 – tiny dot in skyline under “FR”
dot right margin by 2nd flower from bottom
Row 6/6 – small dot in loop of “R”
small dot top right of 2nd “A”
Row 7/1 – dot low in left limb “U” of Suid (mp)
dot high right in upright of “R”
Row 7/3 – large dot bottom margin under “1” of value
dot in middle of right fringe
Row 7/5 – dot in base lower serif of “F”
dot in top petal under “S” of Suid
Row 8/2 – tiny dot in petal 2nd flower left frame
tiny mark on frame of right value tablet
Row 8/4 – double dot in middle right figure “1”
dot in petal over “SU”
Row 8/6 – dot in petal over right limb of “U”
dot high in right figure “1”
Row 9/1 – long brown scratch from top of left mountain
through blue gnu’s back
dot low in left fraction bar
Row 9/3 – blue smudge top margin over “R”
dot in petal over “I” of Suid
Row 9/5 – large blue cloud under “U” (V4)
Row 10/2 – dot in left of “O” of Posseel
dot in upper right inner frame line
Row 10/4 – small dot in middle 2nd “S” of Posseel
tiny dot right margin after “A”
Row 10/6 – tiny dot in top of 2nd “A” of Afrika
tiny dots low in left & right margin
Row 11/1 – small dot in upright of “K”
dot in sky under upright of “R”
vert scratch from FR to 1st E (late)
Row 11/3 – dot in top rt upright of “U” (mp)
mark on left frame by 4th flower
Row 11/5 – tiny dot in “R” of Afrika
dot over top left corner
Row 12/2 – blue mark in base of “F”
Row 12/4 – two dots in “D” of Suid
Row 12/6 – dot in top margin over 1st “A”
tiny dot in “F” of Afrika
Row 13/1 – tiny skyline dot under 1st “A”
extra line of sky under “RI”
Row 13/3 – dot in btm petal, mid flower left
tiny dot btm rt corner “S” of Suid
Row 13/5 – dot in middle “I” of Suid
Row 14/2 – dot top rt, right figure “1”
dot left margin by top of val tab.
Row 14/4 – dot in SW petal top right flower
tiny dot in “L” of Posseel
Row 14/6 – mark in top left “U” of Suid (mp)
dots in R,K&2nd A of Afrika
brown dot over back blk gnu’s head
Row 15/1 – dot with line under “U” of Suid
dots under & rt of btm rt corner
Row 15/3 – dot in top of right limb of “U”
dot bottom margin under “SS”
Row 15/5 – dot in upright 2nd “E” of Posseel
Row 16/2 – dot in base of left figure “1”
tiny dot in petal over “RI”
Row 16/4 – heavy dot under “F” of Africa
brown dot before black gnu’s head
Row 16/6 – dot rt margin level with 2nd 3rd flowers
Row 17/1 – dots bottom margin far lt & rt.
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English
Row 6/1 – dot in mid right fraction bar
Row 6/3 – two dots under bottom left corner
blue smudge bottom margin under “E”
Row 6/5 – dot in bottom rt limb of “H” of South
Row 7/2 – large dot in bottom rt “O” of South
Row 7/4 – dot in middle of mountains at left
tiny dot on fringe tip mid right
Row 7/6 – brown dot over base of tails (mp)
tiny dots in “T”&”R” of name
Row 8/1 – white patch on black gnu’s neck (V2)
Row 8/3 – dot in mountain very low under “F”
dot mid rt., & btm margin under “AG”
Row 8/5 – dots in “U”&”T” of South
dot over centre of top right flower
Row 9/2 – diagonal dash in loop of “P”
dot in skyline under “C” of Africa
Row 9/4 – dot in middle right leg of 1st “A”
dot in tip petal, 4th flower on right
Row 9/6 – dot in petal over top tip “S” of South
break in top of left figure “1” (mp)
Row 10/1 – brown dot over blue gnu’s foreleg
brown dot in 2nd “A” Africa (v centring)
dot in NW petal top left flower
Row 10/3 – brown dot left of right mountain top
extra sky under “RIC” (developmental)
Row 10/5 – dot under sky, under “FR”
skyline dot under right foot of “R”
Row 11/2 – tiny dot petal(WSW) top rt flower
tiny marginal do over NE corner
Row 11/4 – dot rt margin by 4th 5th flowers
tiny dot centre “S” of Postage
Row 11/6 – brown dot above middle of tail
Row 12/1 – dot in WSW petal, mid flower, rt frame
short vertical mark high over “I” of Africa
Row 12/3 – dot in sky under “IC” of Africa (mp)
tiny dot high in 2nd “A” Africa
Row 12/5 – large skyline dot under “AF” Africa (mp)
brown dot in “S” of South (v centring)
Row 13/2 – dot far right top margin
dot bottom margin under “E”
Row 13/4 – dot in top margin over “R”
dot lt of centre 4th flower rt frame
Row 13/6 – small brown dot over mountains far rt.
mark bottom margin under “T”
Row 14/1 – projection on frame under lt value tab.
heavy horiz scratch through gnus (dev.)
Row 14/3 – dot top margin high over “O” of South
dot foreground over “E” of Postage
smudging top margin over “FRIC” (dev.)
Row 14/5 – diagonal scratch under “UTH” (V3 mp)
largish dots in “H” & “F” of name
Row 15/2 – small brown dot between tails
tiny brown dot in blue gnu’s horn tip
Row 15/4 – brown dot in front of blue gnu’s horn
brown dot in rt figure “1” (v centring)
Row 15/6 – dot right margin by top of “A”
dot under sky at right
Row 16/1 – dot over “O” of South (may be perfd out)
brown dot behind black gnu’s neck
Row 16/3 – brown dot over middle of tail
Row 16/5 – brown dot over blue gnu’s eye
dot very high in left margin
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Appendix A (con) – List of Flaws
Afrikaans

English
Row 17/2 – dot in top petal 4th flower rt frame
dot in white bar over “AG” Postage
Row 17/4 – brown dot behind black gnu’s head
tiny dot in right figure “1”
Row 17/6 – dot in rt top “O” of Postage
dot lt margin by mid value tablet
Row 18/1 – dot left frame by 5th flower
small brown dot in blue gnu’s flank
Row 18/3 – brown dot near tip of black gnu’s tail
dot top margin over “I”
Row 18/5 – small skyline dot under 1st “A” Africa
Row 19/2 – dot in left edge “F” of Africa
dot under lt centre 4th flower rt frame
Row 19/4 – blue mark on blue gnu’s shoulder (V5)
brown dot on hills at right
Row 19/6 – double dot in mid right margin (mp)
dot in SE petal 5th flower rt frame
Row 20/1 – brown dot in blue gnu’s horn
blue dot over black gnu’s head
Row 20/3 – brown dot on blue gnu’s shoulder
tiny dot in “E” of Postage
Row 20/5 – damaged top left corner (V6 mp)

Row 17/3 – dot in shading lt of rt fig “1”
smudging btm margin under EL (dev)
Row 17/5 – large dot in “I” of Suid
brown dot over top edge hills at lt.
Row 18/2 – tiny skyline dot under “K”
small dot in sky under “R”
Row 18/4 – small skyline dot under 1st “A”
dot NW petal 2nd flower left
Row 18/6 – largish dot in “F” of Afrika
dot in top margin over “R”
Row 19/1 – brown dot over blue gnu’s eye
dot in petal over left limb “U”
Row 19/3 – tiny dots top margin over hyphen & “RI”
Faint vert line through “K” (not 100%)
Row 19/5 – dot bottom margin under “P” (mp)
dot in centre 2nd “S” Posseel
Row 20/2 – tiny brown dot in blue gnu’s tail
blue dot over black gnu’s head
Row 20/4 – “extra peak” middle mountain
dot bottom margin under “L”
Row 20/6 – brown dots blk gnu’s nose & over horns
dot right of right value tablet

dot in gap in sky under “R”
(all dots are in blue unless the contrary is stated)

S.A.C.S. Meeting at Portishead on 9TH August 2009
At 2pm. five members and one guest attended a West Country open meeting, which had been organised by Nick
Arrow, at the Bristol and District P.S. Stamp Fair. The new roomy venue for this fair is in the Gordano School and
has plenty of parking and an excellent selection of dealers which could be visited, with success, prior to the meeting.
Nick welcomed us and expressed a willingness to organise a further event in 2010. If this was to be held at the
same venue, the date would be on Saturday 14th August. We now have a nucleus of members who live in Wiltshire and an alternative venue in Salisbury or Wimborne
might be considered. Three members displayed material.
Chris Oliver showed the variations of overprints of 2½c. & 5c. decimal currency values onto 3d and 6d sterling air
letters and the further variants of overprints to some of these when South Africa became a republic some three
months later. Continuing with the theme of overprints Chris also showed some examples of the 3d air letter used
by those serving in the Korean War. These had the value obliterated by various means as a free concession applied. One cover had been upgraded by a G.B. 2½d stamp as the sender was still in Korea after the concession
ceased to apply.
John Philpott showed an overview of the stamps issued in South-West Africa from the German Colonial issues up
to the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth ll. John explained the differences that could be discerned between perforation combs travelling up the sheet and those travelling down the sheet on the definitive issue of 1931.
A large selection of hotel correspondence covers from 1917 to 1970 formed Nick Arrow’s display.
Some of the illustrations had been repeated and improved over the period whilst others had regressed. Nick also
displayed the two official covers produced for the Van Riebeeck Festival in 1952 showing, respectively, the English & Afrikaans inscriptions.
Andrew Round, Tony Pearce and Susan Oliver also attended this enjoyable meeting.
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Member Queries
Alan Drysdal has forwarded this query through Chris Oliver. If any member can shed any further light, please let
the editor know.
The current version of my write-up reads as follows:
Figure 11 Another cover addressed to Sam Kelly posted out of course, in this case in Johannesburg, handstamped to record the reason for compulsory registration and that the amount payable was the equivalent of 40 centimes (4d or approximately 3½ South African cents). The addressee should have been charged 2s (2 x 1s) for
compulsory registration plus double the underpayment of the postage – if the letter was underpaid. The amount
actually paid was 4s, the equivalent of 40 South African cents. However, this may well have been because this
was one of several covers addressed to Kelly – who was responsible for a high proportion of the known taxed
covers addressed to Kitwe – received that day, and payment of the postage due was receipted on the cover on
top of the pile. It may also be significant that payment was receipted on ‘23 OCT 1964’, the day before Northern
Rhodesia became the Republic of Zambia, i.e. Kelly was taking advantage of the last opportunity to acquire N.
Rhodesia postage dues used in N. Rhodesia rather than Zambia and organised a number of taxed covers addressed to himself (courtesy of Keith Harrop)
According to a Post Office Guide for the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, the local registration fee at this
time was 1s and the charge for a cover posted out of course was 2s, (I am fairly certain that any excess postage
could be deducted from this fee - that had been the case previously.)

Articles needed!
Your editor is in need of articles, short items of interest etc. This can be on postal history, stamps, stationery and
military history of the Union and Republican period. Please put pen to paper and help your editor keep the journal
interesting!
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